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January - February 2020
GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting at Stirling House is on Wednesday 19 February at 6pm when Bill Bunbury
will present a paper on ‘Tone can tell you more’ - An argument for oral history.
Refreshments available from 5.30pm; Bookshop open until 6pm.
While oral history is only one dimension of history, it can bring
out perspectives not present on the printed page and the way it is
captured can also illustrate the value of personal and intimate
contact; a dimension not always accessible from the perusal of
documents. Perhaps its closest relation is the handwritten letter,
which often reveals personal feeling and attitude towards issues
and circumstances.
Oral history has its critics. Some historians have argued that oral
history is subjective, perhaps forgetting that all history is always
contested. That is inevitable, given that oral accounts frequently
offer personal experience of episodes like the Great Depression of
the 1930s or the Aboriginal experience of the effect of Whitefella
legislation. But these testimonies are invaluable if we are
examining both cause and effect.
Oral history, when heard, can also be visual in its effect. The listener brings her or his imagination to the experience
described. Location can also play a role here. An interview recorded on a relevant site can evoke vivid memories.
They can also capture early observations of issues like climate change. And, if the tone tells all, it is worth
remembering that transcripts of spoken word will not always carry the emotional content of
spoken expression – irony, sarcasm, etc. Better heard than read?
Bill Bunbury is an ABC broadcaster/ documentary producer with 40 years’ experience in both
radio and television who has received five international and national awards for his work. He still
produces radio features for the ABC and records interviews for the National Film & TV Archive.
His most recent ABC production is a Radio National science show on the effects of climate
change in South West Australia. Bill has published many books, most recently Invisible country:
South-west Australia: understanding a landscape (UWAP, 2015), and has currently co-written
another publication with Jenny Bunbury — Many Maps: Understanding and Misunderstanding
between European and Aboriginal cultures (forthcoming UWAP).

Mystery Photos
These photographs come from
the album of Matilda Pollard.
Matilda was born in 1862 to
Thomas and Mary Pollard, and
the family were the first settlers
at Bannister in 1867. Thomas
served as the local police
constable until 1872 when he
resigned to open ‘Bannister
Inn’, catering to travellers on
the Albany road. Thomas Pollard was later listed as a police constable at Wandering from 1874-79. Daughter
Matilda married Thomas Rodda, though it is uncertain in what year, or where the couple lived.
Our mystery photographs appear to have been taken in the 1890s or early 1900s. The first features a man and
woman on a camel, attended by two Afghans, and the second pictures a family group with tennis rackets posing in
a paddock in front of a stone house.
If you know anything about these photographs, please contact the library on 9386 3841 or email library@histwest.org.au
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Council News

A happy party to end the year!
The Society’s Christmas party was an enjoyable
occasion, held again in the garden of David and MarieLouise Wordsworth’s home. We much appreciate their
generosity. The hot evening made a gathering around
the pool appealing and members were happy to chat
over drinks and nibbles. Our president Steve Errington
reminded us of the year’s activities and the many
volunteers who keep the Society flourishing. We
talked, ate and drank happily.

At its meeting on 12 December Council
• welcomed new members – Mr Ian Flack,

Mr Graham Houghton, Mrs Denise Kennedy,
Mr Viv Read, Mr Charlie Staples, Mr Alan
Wilson, Ms Mary Yates

• voted to appoint an experienced fundraiser for two

years to conduct a ‘Members Pledge Campaign’
for the History West Community Centre

The raffle draw was fun. Ruth Phelps won first prize
and a Christmas hamper, Judy McCarthy a $100
Bookshop voucher, Jenny Fairweather a Lilburn print,
and Suzanna Pritchard a vintage vase. Special thanks to
our generous sponsors:
-- Howard Park Burch Family wines
-- Tony Clark, proprietor of Swanbourne Post Office
-- Peter Bridge books
You will be pleased to hear that the occasion raised
more than $1300 for the Society. Grateful thanks to
everyone who made the evening a success —
especially Ally Drake Brockman who organised the
splendid raffle, Nick Drew our estimable wine
purchase officer, the bartenders who kept the drinks
flowing and the numerous volunteers who set up and
cleaned up.

• agreed that the $84,000 already received in

pledges from members be used only for
construction or purchase of the Centre building

• thanked the Auxiliary for the donation of $1000

to Society funds

• agreed to submit a grant application to

LotteryWest to fund a Travelling Exhibition of
the Forrest papers

• agreed that Newspaper House and the Perth

Technical School, and the Bruce Rock Memorial
House and Coronation Rose Garden be moved to
the permanent State Heritage Register.

Diary Dates

In marking the end of another year’s activities we
stopped to draw breath and turned to enjoying the
season’s festivities and the summer break!

Thu 20 Feb 10.15am: The Freshwater Bay Walk
Fri 20 Mar 10am Community Talk: Georgiana
Molloy - In Her Own Words - Bernice Barry
Sat/Sun 4&5 Apr: Annual Secondhand Book Sale
Wed 22 April 10am Community Talk: Life at
Perth Town Hall - Richard Offen
Tue 12 May 10am Community Talk: Aboriginal
Child Artists of Carrolup: Healing Trauma Professor David Clark

History in the City

Correction
History West, November 2019, page 4
Louise Higham is not the granddaughter of Thomas
Sharp. The Sharp diaries were given to Louise by
the granddaughter of Thomas Sharp while Louise
was researching for her work - On active service: a
biographical dictionary of Williams (2016).
Our apologies.

Linda Bettenay’s talk on 4 December was centred on her
book, Wishes for Starlight, her third book of fiction set in
Western Australia. It is centred on stories from her father
and grandfather, as told to her in childhood. Although
some of the characters are fictitious, the boy, Starlight,
on whom the story is centred, did exist, although Linda
said his character might not have been, in reality, as
depicted in the book. Starlight was born in 1889 and had
an inauspicious beginning to life. He was discovered
living in a chicken coop, his only companions a few
dogs. The story takes us through many townships in the
Perth hills - Roleystone, Gosnells, Karragullen - and their
way of life in earlier times.

Our next Second
Hand Book Sale
will be held on 4-5
April 2020. Please
bring any books you
no longer want to
Stirling House or
call the Office on
9386 3841 to
arrange a pick up.
All books, except textbooks and encyclopedias, are
wanted. Many thanks in anticipation.

This was our final talk for 2019. Our first for 2020 will
be on Wednesday 4 March at 2pm at Citiplace
Conference Room, Perth Railway Station Concourse.
We look forward to seeing you all then.
Lorraine Tholet
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Booked in for a cuppa

Sue Clarke, our expert on children’s literature, took us on
a fabulous journey among books to delight children of all
ages. With vivid illustrations, these books explored all
sorts of subjects - the toys children have played with,
their animal companions and the native animals that
share the country with them. Joey and Riley, written and
illustrated by Mandy Foot, tells of a boy Riley’s love for
his border collie Joey. Joey is lost but then happily comes
home again! The Great Lizard Walk by research scientist
Felicity Bradshaw and illustrator Norma MacDonald tells
of the evolution and survival of lizards in the face of
change, as told from the point of view of an ornate
dragon lizard. It is a joyous story filled with fun and facts.
How lucky today’s children are to be introduced so
beautifully to the country’s many animals.
Sue quoted a famous nineteenth century mathematician
Sir John Herschel who was passionate about the joys of
reading -‘If I were to pray for a taste which should
stand me in stead under every variety of circumstances,
and be a source of happiness and cheerfulness to me
through life, and a shield against its ills, however things
might go amiss and the world frown on me, it would be
a taste for reading.’

November’s Booked in for a cuppa provided its audience
of book lovers with an interesting mix of subjects and a
wide choice of gift possibilities. First Lee Tate
entertained us with excerpts from his Awesome WA. 1001
Fair Dinkum Facts about Western Australia. Did you
know that Xantippe is the only town in Australia
beginning with X? On the Great Northern Highway,
50km from Dalwallinu, it translates to ‘looking for water
from a deeper well’. Or what about the fact that WA’s
unique honey possums aren’t possums and don’t eat
honey? In the mammal world they have the smallest birth
weight but the largest testicles (relative to size). If you are
delighted by quirky facts this is the book for you.
John Horsfall spoke for himself and his co-author
Vivienne Hansen about their new book – Noongar Bush
Tucker: Bush Food Plants and Fungi of the South-West
of Western Australia. He told us of some of the more than
260 species of edible plants and fungi regularly gathered
by Noongar people before and after colonisation. The
country produced a rich larder to feast on and Noongars
cared for it carefully across the seasons and the centuries.

$360,000, primarily for
the Four Homes of Mercy
– an orphanage for
heavily disabled
Palestinian orphans who
receive no government
support. Leah was a
person of great faith and
dedication to helping
others. She was due home
in November, but sadly a
death notice appeared in
the paper on 2 November 2019 which read ‘Passed away
suddenly but peacefully at the Russian Orthodox Convent
of the Ascension on Mount of Olives, Jerusalem, where
she is buried, aged 83’.
A memorial service attended by Leah’s family and friends
was held at KEMH where she was also a dedicated
volunteer. They, along with our members, will miss her
good cheer and bubbly personality.
Val Hutch, Convenor Museum

Evangelia (Leah) McVeigh: a fond farewell
Leah began volunteering with the Society’s museum team
in 1999, working mainly with the costume and doll
collections, although always willing to help wherever
needed. She would often phone on a Tuesday morning
and ask ‘Have you anything for me to do today?’ She
would come only when there was something to keep her
busy – she hated to be idle!
Only about five foot (152cm) tall, Leah was a tiny
dynamo with boundless energy. She was a willing host at
any event and her beaming smile would brighten
everyone’s day. She was also a stalwart with the Society’s
Auxiliary for many years, always generous with her home
baking for the afternoon teas.
This photo shows Leah (far right) enjoying morning tea
with some of the museum team in July, a few months
before her annual pilgrimage to Jerusalem where she lived
with the nuns from the Mount of Olives to whom she took
funds to help with the ongoing maintenance of this sacred
place. Through the years, Leah helped raise over
3
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The Pemberton Excursion

town in 2016. ‘Seeing that huge wall of fire swooping
towards us was the most hellish thing’, said a resident.
Very little was left, just the odd skeletal house and
charred sections of the Community Hall. Now the little
timber and corrugated iron cottages have been replaced
with shiny new constructions. Sadly the old country
atmosphere is lost, but Yarloop lives again.

This wonderful four-day trip reached Pemberton. For
some it revived childhood memories; for other it
introduced places that had previously been only dots on
the map. Although Pemberton was our focal point there
were many places to visit on the way south.
Greenbushes
Why was it given that name? Simple. There were some
unusually green bushes growing around the waterhole
in the 1880s settlement. Once an important centre for
tin mining, the town has been recently thrust into the
limelight with its new lithium mine, predicted to be the
world’s biggest. You can’t see much of a super-pit yet
but there is a heap of activity going on around it.

After the fire

Manjimup
As we drove through Manjimup we were reminded that
it was one of a number of southwest towns involved in
the 1920s group settlement scheme to encourage
dairying. In 1922 British migrants and ex-soldiers were
invited to settle on farm lots. The settlers were divided
into groups and worked together to build farmhouses
for the families. Then each member was given a block,
a cow and an axe. The result? Overall it was a failure.
About 85 per cent of would-be farmers walked off their
lots. But not all was gloom and doom; some made a go
of it. Most group settlements were set up close to
existing towns, and there were only two — Margaret
River and Northcliffe — which began solely as group
settlements. Northcliffe is particularly proud of its
origins and the path to the museum is paved with the
names of group settler families.
On our trip was our RWAHS President Steve Errington
who grew up in Northcliffe where his surveyor father
decided to settle his family. He recounted some
amusing childhood memories and later we visited one
of the early dairy farms.

Early Greenbushes tin mining. P1999.4355

Bridgetown
It is a good name for a town that had five goes at
building bridges across the Blackwood River since it
was established in 1857. There has been flooding,
bushfires, white ants and a host of problems since the
first attempt. Finally, in 1981, the longest bridge in the
southwest was built. And hefty broad-axes were still
used for the timber base. The first colonial settlers,
Edward Hester and John Blechynden, settled on either
side of the river.
Yarloop: destroyed by fire
Timber was Western Australia’s most important export
up to World War I and Yarloop was one of many
timber towns in the southwest. Jarrah blocks were
found to be ideal for paving London streets; they were
extremely hardy and less slippery and noisy than the
cobblestones they replaced. In 1895 Charles and Edwin
Millar operated timber mills at Yarloop and the Millar
Company won a contract to provide London with one
million jarrah blocks, hexagonal in shape in order to fit
together. Soon Millars was operating 26 timber mills.
Yarloop was important beyond its neighbourhood
because it had a machinery workshop which made parts
for the timber mills and railway of the region. Alas, all
was destroyed when a disastrous fire wiped out the

P1999.5517

Group settler’s house Pemberton P1999.4245
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time painting the giant karri trees. Here we are standing
at the base of the Marianne North distinctive tree.
Trout
There is a flourishing government-owned trout
hatchery. As trout are not native to Australia about a
million a year are bred and released into lakes and
rivers for enthusiastic fishers around Australia.
Restaurants in the district include trout on their menus.
Swimming
We were invited to visit the swimming pool. Why? We
hadn’t packed bathers. But when we arrived we
realised what a social drawcard the pool is. A section
of the river has been dammed to create the attraction.
Flanked all round by tall trees and with small jetties, it
is a most appealing meeting place with extensive
rolling lawns for picnickers.

Springfield Group Settlement Camp 2 school near Pemberton.
John Tonkin head teacher, pupils and parents.

Harvey
As we passed through Harvey we recalled its wartime
prison, known as the Internment Camp. In World War
II German and Italian settlers were deemed dangerous
‘enemy aliens’ and were interned there in the early
years of the war.
Avocados everywhere
As we drove through the southwest the large number of
avocado farms impressed us. So the current trend on
menus for ‘smashed avocados on toast’ must be
attracting plenty of customers!
Pemberton
Finally after our lightning dash south we reached
Pemberton and realised why it was such a popular
tourist centre. The district is memorable for its karri
forests. The tall Gloucester Tree has a lookout on top
to check for bushfires. A thriving timber town in
former years, Pemberton’s little mill cottages of dark
oiled wood and corrugated iron have been carefully
preserved with white painted fences and flourishing
gardens. Some of the character buildings were used in
the film ‘Jasper Jones’ and the townspeople had fun
joining in some of the scenes.

P2012.1235

A sand dune ride
The following day’s big adventure was a sand dune
ride! Packed into two Eco Discovery 4WDs, the
weather forecast indicating 38°C, we set off to see the
Yeagarup sand dunes where the Warren River empties
into the sea. With the tyres let down and driving fast to
cope with the shifting sands, the convoy rollicked,
twisted and leapt over dunes for 9km to finally reach
the coast. And what a sight it was: the sand a blinding
white and the river (because of tannin from the trees)
an indigo violet. The day’s adventures weren’t quite
over — when we climbed out of our bus outside the
Pemberton Hotel, a full-sized dugite was wriggling
casually up the hotel’s rough stone wall!
And home again!
After a comfortable stay at the Pemberton Hotel and
Forrest Lodge we headed home with our very
competent tour bus driver Chris Gill. In the big bus,
Chris could deftly handle narrow gravel roads without
turning a hair.
We all want to register our particular thanks to the
many southwest residents who gave us a big welcome.
One was at the charming old farmhouse of Joyce
Young at Balingup. She provided us with an elegant
lunch with beautiful French china, starched linen and
all the trimmings. Thank you to Joyce, her daughter
Ingrid, Simone and head gardener Omar. And who
could resist Pemberton Historical Society’s warm
welcome? There were lashings of scones, jam and
cream and afterwards we were escorted by Rosemary
Piper to see various places of interest.
Finally, many thanks to our tour organisers Judy DillMacky and Kerry Eivers for a most enjoyable tour.
Gillian Flecker

P1999.101924

The town’s former railway station remains in use for a
popular tourist tramway running a short distance into
the forest. Parked there too is an old steam locomotive,
gaily painted, that looks somewhat like Thomas the
Tank Engine from children’s storybooks.
A famous tree
In 1880 well-known
English artist Marianne
North was travelling in a
horse-drawn coach when
it broke down near
today’s Pemberton. She
was on her way to visit
her Brockman relatives
at Warren House. While
the coachman sought
help, Marianne filled the
5
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Ravenswood Hall, watercolour and ink, c1865, by Thomas Henry Johnson ‘Satan’ Browne (1818-1882) A1990.02

Museum News

back necessities that he sold from the ship on the wharf at
Fremantle. Some of the furniture made for Elizabeth and
John is now in the National Gallery of Australia.
The artist who painted a watercolour of their home
may also have been their architect — Thomas Henry
Johnson ‘Satan’ Browne. He was a colourful character,
artist, architect, surveyor, civil engineer, schoolmaster
and entrepreneur, nicknamed to distinguish him from
the other Tom Browns because of his black hair, sallow
complexion and lean visage.
After training as an architect and civil engineer he
made a successful career, married and produced a large
family before he was convicted of forging money
orders in 1862 and sentenced to transportation. He later
claimed he was guilty only of shielding his wife who
never bothered to join him and may even have been the
person who reported on him. He received his ticket of
leave in 1865 and became a schoolmaster at nearby
Ferguson until his conditional pardon was granted in
1869. He then set himself up as an architect and land
agent in Fremantle. He designed harbour works and
railways in the colony but had trouble gaining
approvals for his projects because of his convict stigma
and the animosity of a government official. He restored
the old mill in South Perth owned by Shenton and then
Hamersley and developed it as a pleasure resort with
hotel facilities and gardens which he opened in April
1880. Alta Gardens Hotel became Perth’s most
fashionable social centre. Browne however had
financial difficulties and was tried for criminal
activities over land transactions. He committed suicide
in prison in 1882 before being sentenced.
Dorothy Erickson

Stories from the Storeroom
Mrs Thomas’ Ravenswood Hall

This charming scene suggests Georgian England but it
is in fact on the bank of Western Australia’s Murray
River. The building survives; however not in its
original form. It is part of the structure of the current
Ravenswood Hotel.
The Society is delighted to have this painting in the
collection but we do not know who donated it — it was
found in the collection in 1990. Such a generous
donation, and we are pleased to explore the story it tells.
Ravenswood Farm was originally a component of the
Thomas Peel’s land grant, purchased by Elizabeth
Thomas, wife of Captain John Thomas, shipmaster and
hotelier, whose father had been one of Peel’s
indentured servants. The
couple built Ravenswood Hall
after the original house was
damaged by flood in 1862.
Elizabeth and John Thomas
chose to build a two-storey
house of provincial Georgian
style with symmetrically placed
doors and windows with the
same proportions as their
English originals. The
additional verandahs helped
cope with the climate. John
Thomas owned vessels in which
Captain Thomas
he traded to Singapore, bringing
P2013.1269
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Book Review

John was opposed to state enterprises which were, as he
saw it, a direct menace to private enterprise, although he
accepted that rail and steamship services were probably
appropriate to be undertaken by the State. But otherwise,
he asked: ‘What inducement is there to any man to come
to a country where he finds the government in open
competition with individual enterprise?’
Towards the end of the 1920s John supported the
establishment of the Metropolitan Town Planning
Commission, and a year later the Town Planning and
Development Bill. He commenced his parliamentary
speech about the latter by saying there was ample
evidence in other parts of the world of benefits to be
had from carefully managed town planning. He
observed with foresight that ‘if we are to devote half an
acre to the use of every householder, it will mean that
as population increases our city will extend over an
enormous area and means of transit will have to be
provided. It will all mean extra expense whereas if we
can centralise blocks and provide suitable homes and
preserve symmetry we shall be creating a benefit and a
convenience for the people who depend for their living
on the City.’ He spoke also with vigour on the need for
protection of Aboriginals and on various constitutional
issues including the secession movement.
The book concludes with some chapters containing an
account of a profound change in John’s domestic
circumstances and of some travels abroad. His social
round in London was certainly very demanding. ‘Not
quite the timetable one would imagine for a recently
bereaved man of his age!’ the author commented. So
let me finish on that note of admiration for the subject
of the book, and for its author. We have been given a
picture of a time and place, and of a man of integrity
playing an active part in his community. He was
committed to public service and intensely loyal to
those within his family circle. We are indebted to the
author for presenting his grandfather’s career to us in
such a graphic way, and for adding to our store of
knowledge about life in Western Australia in the first
decades after the grant of responsible government.

Robert Nicholson, Shaping Australia's West, the
Life of John Nicholson, Australian Scholarly
Publishing, 2019. In Library & Bookshop $40.
Reviewer: Nicholas Hasluck
In August last year
Nicholas Hasluck launched
Bob Nicholson’s biography
of his grandfather John
Nicholson, lawyer and
public figure, to an
appreciative audience. For
those who could not attend,
History West is pleased to
provide these excerpts
from his speech.
I must begin on a
cautionary note about the
writing life. Winston
Churchill put it this way:
Writing a book is an
adventure. To begin with it is a toy and an
amusement. Then it becomes a mistress, then it
becomes master, then it becomes a tyrant. The
last phase is that just as you are about to be
reconciled to your servitude, you kill the monster
and fling it to the public.
The author in this case has sought to recreate the life
and times of his grandfather, John Nicholson, born in
Scotland in 1867, who came to Western Australia to
practise law towards the end of the 19th century. The
book presents a graphic picture of the youthful
adventurer and also provides a valuable account of
social and political circumstances in this State in the
early 20th century.
One strand in the story covers John’s home life and
personal qualities. One of the strengths of this book is
the way it brings to life domestic scenes that help us to
understand the era. For example, as to habits in the
Nicholsons’ dining room at 22 King’s Park Road, West
Perth, after John’s marriage to the Scottish-born Flora
Brown, as remembered by John’s daughter Rene:
There was a bell over the table which came in for
much use and was used to summon the general girl
from the kitchen. She then removed the first course,
putting the silver and plates on a large tin tray and
carrying these to the kitchen…All meals were eaten
in the dining room. If there was an overflow it was
accommodated around a table in the vestibule, no
meals being eaten in the kitchen.
Details of this kind are both interesting and important.
As to every era it can be useful to know something
about the domestic circumstances of our civic leaders,
for details of this kind cast light on their outlook and
approach to communal affairs.
The author has made effective use of notes and letters
handed down to him, especially concerning his
grandfather’s travels overseas. Larger themes from the
realm of public affairs are covered also. For instance,
in response to the urgings of some of his fellow
citizens, John Nicholson, at about the time of the Great
War, was elected Mayor of Perth. Some years later he
was elected to State parliament. The book covers the
legislative issues that engaged his attention in the years
that followed.

Elizabeth Blechynden, Memory Lane, Dinninup
6245, E. Blechynden, Boyup Brook, 2018. In
Library.
Reviewers: Sally Hincks & Jack Honniball
It seems that the people of
Dinninup must be proud of
having their own postcode,
which was assigned to this
locality in the eastern part
of the Shire of Boyup
Brook in 1967. Hence the
title of the book.
This is an interesting story
of how bush was turned
into farmland. The author
is well qualified to write it
as the wife of a farmer and
herself a former Councillor
and President of the Boyup
Brook Shire Council. She
thanks her community in the foreword: ‘I have been
overwhelmed by the response to the call for
information. People from everywhere have told me
their life stories, sent family histories and given me
wonderful photographs…I feel deeply indebted to you
7
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all.’ By this means her book focuses on virtually all the
rural properties with their distinctive names and
families. The book includes a map (folded inside as
part of the book), and many photographs of people and
families.
The author tells of how the early farmers worked so
hard – with only horses to help in the early days – to
create their farms. Many Noongar people lived in the
area and their bush skills and knowledge of country
proved very helpful to the settlers. Their presence was
evidenced by stone axes as well as signs of honey and
possum hunting.
Dingoes and rabbits were early problems, with the
dingoes killing sheep and lambs, so stock was yarded
overnight with a shepherd sleeping nearby to frighten
off predators. In the 1940s rabbits were a major
problem and became a plague, so poisoning and
trapping were the usual controls – and a source of
income for those involved. A rabbit cart came round
the area once or twice weekly, collecting the rabbits
left in pairs on fences in front of properties. A payment
of 2/6 per pair was left in a jar. They were taken into
town and put into cold storage before being sent to the
Diamond Ice Works in Perth.
The wonderful way people have worked together in the
bush is beautifully epitomised in this book and the

Ron Hutchinson, Managing a Million Square
Miles. A History of Western Australia's Department
of Lands and Surveys, Hesperian Press (with
support from Landgate), 2016. In Library.
Reviewer: Lenore Layman
This book is an overview of the extraordinarily
complex history of land legislation and regulation, and

Community Officer:
Lesley Burnett
Editor History West:
Dr Lenore Layman
Copy editor:
Heather Campbell
Opinions expressed in History West are not necessarily
those of the Royal WA Historical Society (Inc.)

traces the numerous
structural changes in the
Survey Department through
to the creation of Landgate
in 2007. What better author
than Ron Hutchinson whose
career as a cartographer
spanned both the
government and private
sectors, and much of it in the
Department he is writing
about. As well, the author
devoted some years of his
retirement to the book, so we
have the full benefit of his
expertise.
He traces the management of land in Western Australia
from the beginnings of colonial settlement when the
Survey Department was key to colonisation because
new settlers came here in order to acquire large
acreages of land which they could not access in Britain.
The influential colonial officials — John Septimus
Roe, Malcolm Fraser, John Forrest and Under
Secretary Robert Cecil Clifton — are all discussed as
are leading government officials of the 20th century.
Land management patterns over time are explained —
land alienated for agriculture, pastoralism, forestry,
mining, townsites, railways and reserves, as well as for
soldier settlement and group settlement schemes. And
the major technological changes that transformed
surveying over the same period are also outlined.
This is a sound reference book and is recommended to
anyone with an interest in WA’s most important
resource — the land itself — and the process of its
allocation that has determined the shape of the society
in which we live.

If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact us (9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!

